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QUESTION 1

A developer is implementing onFault logic into a Business Process (BP) for error handling. Given the following BPML
code containing two onFaults: 

How will the onFault execute for the error "XML failed validation"? 

A. Execute both faults. 

B. Execute neither fault. 

C. Execute the first fault. 

D. Execute the second fault. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer has created and deployed a LWJDBC adapter with all the setting completed. The developer has used the
following SQL in the SQL parameter UPDATE TEST SET CERT = O? WHERE CERTREVIEW = ?. parameter UPDATE
TEST SET CERT = ?O?WHERE CERTREVIEW = ?. Which setting needs to be added into the configuration of the
LWJDBC? 

A. var1 

B. param1 

C. var1, vartype1 

D. param1, paramtype1 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An information security department is trying to coordinate duties between various organization to increase security.
What are three supported security features that will increase security? (Choose three.) 

A. FTP Client and Server Adapters for transmission 

B. authentication integrated with external certificate repositories 



C. support for AUTACK authentication messages for EDIFACT transactions 

D. Cyber Security Operations Center (CSOC) Comprehensive Cyber Threat Detection and Response 

E. Controlled Substances Ordering System (CSOS) to permit electronic transmission of orders for controlled
substances 

F. Perimeter server, with a reverse proxy in the DMZ for managing protocols and ensuring firewall security from the
outside 

Correct Answer: BCF 

 

QUESTION 4

IBM Sterling B2B Integrator (SBI) is installed with a LDAP connection to allow users to log in using their
username/password stored in the LDAP server. A user is created in SBI as a local user and the InternalUser password
policy is specified. The InternalUser policy states that the password has to be changed every 30 days. After 29 days the
SBI security administrator deletes the InternalUser policy from the system. When the user logs in two days later, will the
user be prompted to change the password? 

A. Yes, because of the configuration of the original password policy. 

B. No, because the policy is deleted so the user has no password policy. 

C. The user will not be logged in because there is no valid policy specified. 

D. No, the policy is irrelevant since the password is managed by the LDAP server. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Based on the screen shot, how many days will documents and other trackable data stay in the system by default? 



A. 1 dayA.1 day 

B. 2 daysB.2 days 

C. 3 daysC.3 days 

D. The setting is controlled at the individual Business Process (BP) level.D.The setting is controlled at the individual
Business Process (BP) level. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

A global persistence level is set to PERSISTENCE_NONE. Which Business Process (BP) persistence settings will
result in more information being persisted? 



A. System Default 

B. Step Status Only 

C. Step Status - Engine May Override 

D. BP Start Stop - Engine May Override 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

When implementing a Web Service (WS), a company creates an XSD to specify and validate the WS input. The schema
is checked in to IBM Sterling B2B Integrator (SBI). What needs to be done to connect the schema to the WS? 

A. Specify the schema in the WS Manager. 

B. Create a schema mapping to a Business Process (BP). 

C. Use the XML Validation Service and specify the schema. 

D. Nothing needs to be done because the namespace specified in the XSD is sufficient. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

A Business Process (BP) has been identified that failed due to an issue that was introduced with an external system not
having a file system available. The BP has OnFault logic that traps the error and sends an email notification. The
administrator has talked with the appropriate resources and confirmed the issue has been resolved so all future
processing works as desired. To reprocess the failed BP, which two actions must be executed for each of the failed
instances? (Choose two.) 

A. Restart 

B. Resume 

C. Advanced Restart 

D. Terminate and Resubmit 

E. Interrupt and Resubmit 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

A system administrator who is responsible for the maintenance of an IBM Sterling B2B Integrator (SBI) installation
notices issues with the archiving of process data. Which service should run on a schedule and select all completed or
terminated Business Process (BP) data and BP for archiving or purging? 



A. Purge Service 

B. Data Cleanup Service 

C. Process Data Archiving Service 

D. Index Business Process Service 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

The following BPML code describes a choice that takes place: 

What are the activity values referring to? 

A. BPML sequences 

B. assign statement values C. elements in Process Data 

D. results from rule evaluation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A developer is testing an IBM Sterling B2B Integrator (SBI) Business Process (BP) that was created using the Graphical
Process Modeler (GPM). The developer is attempting to extract the Primary Document contained in Process Data to a
file system folder using a File System Adapter (FSA). In the File System Adapter Service Editor and/or Service
Configuration the developer has assigned values to the parameters for the Action (Extract), extraction folder and for the
file name to name the extracted file. However, the process is failing at the FSA with an error indicating that the Primary
Document is null or doesn exist.Document is null or doesn? exist. The developer has verified that the Primary Document
does exist. What is the most likely cause of the error? 

A. File System adapter Service Editor tab Message to ServiceOutput Msg set to Messages Only 

B. File System adapter Service Editor tab Message from ServiceInput Msg set to Allow Message Write 

C. File System adapter Service Editor tab Message from ServiceInput Msg set to Allow Process Data Write 

D. File System adapter Service Editor tab Message to ServiceOutput Msg set to Obtain Message First, then Process
Data 

E. File System adapter Service Editor tab Message to ServiceOutput Msg set to Obtain Process Data First, then
Messages 



Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

For increased availability reasons, a two-node application cluster has been multi-homed with each node having two
network adapters cards. The system needs to be enabled to accept inbound FTP or FTP SSL client connection on port
25000. The system will use a wildcard (*) default in the perimeter server. How many FTP server adapters need to be
configured to support ACTIVE and PASSIVE user initiated seasons? 

A. 2 

B. 4 

C. 8 

D. 16 

Correct Answer: A 
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